Topic 4
Budgeting
Learning outcomes
After studying this topic, you will be able to:
■ explain what is meant by the term ‘budgeting’;
■ describe the importance of budgeting as part of money management;
■ explain how an individual can manage budgets.

Introduction
We considered in Topic 1 how budgeting is part of general money
management. It’s the way that you manage your day-to-day money, making
sure that you have enough to pay bills, buy food, save and pay for other
essential spending. As we will see later in this topic, even the government
uses budgeting to manage its finances.
Budgeting helps people to decide:
■ what they can afford to spend, repay or save;
■ what their financial goals and priorities are;
■ what to do if they are spending more than they are receiving.

4.1 Budgeting
Usually the first thing to do in order to manage money
effectively is to set out a budget, which consists of two main
parts:
1. an estimate of the money coming in and going out over
a certain period of time;
2. making plans to ensure that spending does not exceed
income over that period.
Good budgeting involves checking actual income and
spending on a regular basis, and making changes, if needed,
to keep within the budget. It enables a person to see what they
will have each week or each month, and to work out how much
they can afford to spend without getting into financial trouble.
That’s the ideal, but of course not everyone is perfect!
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Good budgeting will also predict when spending is likely to exceed income
over a period. If the individual can’t cut back on spending to stop that
happening, then at least they have predicted the problem. This means that
they can arrange short-term borrowing at a reasonable rate, rather than
having to panic at the last minute and perhaps pay much more than they
need to for the borrowing.
Budgeting makes good sense and doesn’t have to be difficult, but it’s
surprising how many people don’t use it or don’t do it properly. Let’s look
for a moment at some of the advantages of budgeting and the possible
consequences of not budgeting.

Discuss
Remember Mr Micawber’s advice in
Topic 1 about spending less than you
earn? This is very famous and known as
the Micawber Principle.
We can conclude that a person who
makes £10,000 per year, but always has
£100 left over at the end of the year, is
likely to be happier than someone who
makes £10,000,000 but, due to poor
budgeting, ends the year in debt.
Why might this be true?

4.1.1 Advantages of budgeting
There are lots of advantages of good budgeting.
■ Budgeting allows people to plan their expenditure and make the most of

their money.
■ Budgeting allows people to increase their level of saving, which in turn

will improve their financial position and their ability to do what they want,
when they want.
■ Certain bills must be paid or the individual will face severe consequences,

such as repossession of their house or court action. Budgeting allows
people to make sure that they can prioritise these vital bills.
■ Those who budget can plan their finances and will be able to identify

pressure points when money might be tight. If they need to borrow, they
can do so in a planned way, taking advantage of reasonable rates from
reputable lenders. Those who don’t budget will often have to borrow at
the last minute at high cost.

2
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4.1.2 Consequences of not budgeting
Failure to budget could lead to important bills being unpaid, which could
have serious consequences. If people can’t – or don’t – manage their money,
they are likely to have to borrow to cover any shortfalls. In addition, without
budgeting it is hard to predict when it’s safe to buy things.
A good example of this problem occurs at Christmas. Many families set
aside money each month to spend at Christmas, knowing that the cost of
presents and the general festivities will be high. When Christmas is near,
they decide how much of the money set aside to spend and what to spend
it on. In some cases, it is as simple as setting a limit on spending on
presents for each member of the family. Many families also like to make a
charitable donation at Christmas. Unfortunately, other families make no
plans for Christmas and leave it all to the last minute. When they realise
that there is no money for presents, they have to
borrow to provide what they see as
a good family Christmas. This, in
turn, means that they
can’t save for next
Christmas, because
they are paying for
last Christmas – and
so it goes on. This
lack of planning is
expensive and causes
unnecessary stress.

4.1.3 The borrowing problem
Society’s attitude to borrowing and spending has changed over the years.

Did you know?
In the 1950s and 1960s, borrowing was not generally seen
as a good thing, beyond loans to buy houses, cars and other
large items.
In addition, banks were quite tight on lending. Rather than
borrowing to buy other things, people tended to save their
money until they could afford to buy them, or they did
without.
Over the past few decades, credit has been much easier to obtain than in
the 1950s and 1960s, and the attitude has become more ‘buy now, pay
later’, using credit for a variety of reasons – even holidays and treats.
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By November 2016 (according to The Money Charity), the
total personal borrowing of people in the UK was £192.19bn,
not including mortgages.
So the average debt per household was £7,118, not including
mortgages.
Many of the UK’s financial problems over the past few years have been
blamed on the level of personal borrowing and the problems faced by
people who can’t afford to pay it back.
4.1.3.1 Irresponsible borrowing
Of course, not all borrowing in recent years was the result of bad budgeting,
because many people do borrow responsibly in order to buy furniture, cars
and so on. They have carefully planned the borrowing and have made sure
that they can pay it back.
However, many people borrowed irresponsibly or without knowing the
consequences – they were digging a deeper and deeper hole for themselves.
4.1.3.2 The need for a healthy economy
In order for the UK to have a healthy and growing economy, it needs
ordinary people to spend money on goods and services. This generates
profits for companies, keeps people in work and produces tax revenue for
the government.
When times are tough, the government and the Bank of England will take
measures to try to stimulate the economy, usually by reducing personal
taxes and reducing interest rates. Reduced tax should increase people’s
spending money, and reduced interest rates make borrowing cheaper,
which should encourage people to borrow in order to spend. The increase
in spending should result in an improving economy.

When tax is low, I feel
the effect of having more
money to spend, and treat
myself more often.
To pay for an
extension on my house,
I’m borrowing money
while interest rates are
low.

4
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One of the problems in recent years is that people have begun to realise
that they need to cut back on their borrowing.
Many have chosen to take advantage of lower taxes and reduced interest
rates, and to pay back existing borrowing quickly by cutting back on
unnecessary spending and luxury items.

Before the financial
crisis, I used to make
extravagant purchases I
couldn’t really afford. Now
I’m much warier about
borrowing money.
I’m paying off
my credit card
debts and don’t
spend nearly as
much as I did a
few years ago.

Many have decided not to be tempted by low interest rates and have not
taken out new borrowing. This may be sensible for the individual, but it is
bad for the economy, because:
■ when spending goes down, companies may struggle, leading to reduced

profits, people losing their jobs and a further reduction in government
tax revenue;
■ if government tax revenue goes down, the government will either have

to cut public services, increase taxes or borrow more to fill the gap – none
of which will help the economy when it’s in trouble.
We can draw a parallel with a family here – if the family’s income goes down,
they can:
■ cut back on spending;
■ take on additional work (if possible);
■ borrow money.

However, in 2015 there were concerns that people were beginning to take
low interest rates for granted and were increasing their personal debt. The
average UK personal debt per adult increased by £708.35 between
November 2014 and November 2015 (The Money Charity, 2016). This
figure then increased by a further £275.54 by November 2016 (The Money
Charity, 2017).
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4.1.3.3 Overdrafts
When a bank account holder has taken out more money than they have in
the account, they are said to be ‘overdrawn’.

I had £100 in my
account but paid a bill for
£150; this meant that I
was £50 overdrawn.

Technically, this is not allowed to happen, but most banks offer ‘overdraft’
facilities to their account holders. This allows them to borrow (overdraw)
for a short while. In practice, it means that, if they have a bill to pay but no
money left in their account, they can pay the bill and the bank will
automatically lend them the shortfall.
Most banks allow overdrafts up to a set limit, usually between £250 and
£1,000, provided that they are happy that the account holder usually
manages their money well. The charges and interest rates vary from bank
to bank, but overdrafts are seen as an expensive way to borrow, unless they
are paid back quickly. If the account holder exceeds the agreed limit, the
charges become even higher.
4.1.3.4 Payday lenders
Added to the national debt problem is the increasing use of payday lenders,
who aim their product at people who need emergency loans to tide them
over until the next pay day. These lenders charge extortionate interest
rates.

Example
A typical payday loan company would charge £24 for a £100
loan repayable in 30 days, which means a total repayment
of £124.
If we convert that into the equivalent of an annual rate, which
would be the interest rate if the £100 was borrowed for a whole
year, it would be 1,270%.
6
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The problem is that many payday borrowers can’t afford to pay the loan
back at the end of the month. They roll it over, sometimes borrowing even
more, which results in a spiral of debt at astronomical interest rates.
Payday lenders make their money from those who can’t – or don’t – budget
and don’t have knowledge of financial planning and the products available.
By contrast, members of a credit union would pay around £3 for the same
type of loan, equivalent to an annual interest rate of 46% (Source: London
Mutual Credit Union).
We’ll look in more detail at ways to borrow in Topic 10.

4.2 Income and expenditure
Before we move on, we need to understand three important terms that will
be used during your studies.
■ Net income – the amount of income received after tax and other

deductions have been taken off. We’ll look at how to arrive at net income
in Topic 8.
■ Regular expenditure – what we spend each month on a regular basis.
■ Net disposable income – what is left after taking away regular

expenditure from net income, ie what’s left each month after the bills
have been paid.

4.2.1 Income
People usually look at their budget over the same period as their income is
paid. So someone who is paid weekly would usually work to a weekly
budget, and someone who is paid monthly would usually work to a monthly
budget.
There are two types of income: earned income; and unearned income.
4.2.1.1 Earned income
Earned income comes from working, either as an employee working for
someone else (an employer) or from self-employment. ‘Self-employment’ is
the term used when someone works for themselves.
Employees will receive a basic salary, paid weekly or monthly, and the
amount is usually the same each time. Employees have a contract to work
for the employer, are required to work when and where the employer
requests (within reason), and have a number of rights to protect them from
being unfairly sacked or unfairly treated.
Some employees receive additional payments:
■ overtime for working extra hours;
■ commission for making sales;
■ bonuses for reaching targets set by the employer.
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The additional payments are not usually guaranteed. Commission is usually
paid at the end of the month in which it is earned, but bonuses are usually
paid every quarter or even at the end of every year.
In some cases, an employee’s basic salary might be quite low, with high
levels of commission expected to boost the monthly income. This may
mean that the individual’s monthly income could vary.
Self-employed people are likely to have a much less predictable income than
employees.
Self-employed people face
a number of challenges.
■ They

are
entirely
responsible for their
own work. They don’t
work as an employee, so
don’t have the same
rights as employees.

■ They are only paid for work they do, whereas an employee

will be paid even if the employer has little work for them.
For some, such as builders, plasterers and other trades,
the amount of work could vary from week to week. For
others, such as shopkeepers, professionals and others
who provide regular services to a customer base, the work
may be regular and quite predictable.
■ They usually receive payment when the work is finished.

If a job takes a few weeks or months, there could be quite
a time gap between payment for each job.
■ They will have to pay all the expenses of running the

business, whereas an employee will be using the
employer’s premises and equipment and will not have to
pay out any money to do the work.
Although they can cover the expenses through the rates
they charge clients, they will still have to cover these
expenses until the customers pay.
■ They may have to provide materials to do the work. For

example, a plumber will have to buy pipes, taps,
connections and so on when doing a job.
They will be able to charge the customer for the materials,
but will have to wait until the customer pays the final bill.
This could put extra strain on budgeting.

8
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4.2.1.2 Unearned income
Unearned income is other income from non-work sources.
It includes:
■ state benefits;
■ interest on savings;
■ income from investments, such as dividends from shares;
■ income from renting out property;
■ maintenance payments as a result of divorce or separation.

The amount of unearned income is often variable and may be paid at
different intervals. In the case of savings and investment income, many
people don’t rely on it for budgeting, but use it for one-off spending or just
put it back into the savings pot.

4.2.2 Expenditure
There are lots of ways to divide and prioritise different types of spending,
but we will use a simple process and divide expenditure into three
categories here.
1. Mandatory expenditure – bills that must be paid by law, such as council
tax, TV licence, car insurance and vehicle road tax. The bills don’t apply
to everyone, but non-payment is breaking the law and can lead to a fine
or even prison in extreme cases. ‘Mandatory’ is another word for
‘compulsory’.
2. Essential expenditure – bills that are essential to a person’s (or a
family’s) way of life. They would include rent or mortgage payments,
electricity and gas, insurance, essential clothes, basic food and so on.
3. Discretionary expenditure – things that we might like to buy if we have
the money, but that aren’t essential to our standard of living.
‘Discretionary’ means we can spend it if we choose, but don’t have to –
we can make the choice. This could include things like books, clothes,
hobbies, CDs, dining out, holidays, sports clubs and so on. We could call
this ‘pocket money’.
In addition, as discussed in Topic 1, people should try to set aside some of
the money left over to build up a savings (emergency fund) pot, where
possible.

We’re setting aside
money to save for a
trip to America.

I set aside money to
cover unexpected bills and
other emergencies.
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As you can see, regular expenditure will include mandatory and essential
expenditure, because it consists of bills we must pay or the family would
suffer. Many people will also set aside specific amounts for discretionary
spending and saving as part of their regular expenditure planning.
Obviously, different people have different spending needs, depending on
where they are in the life cycle that we considered in Unit 1 and their family
and personal circumstances. People also have different attitudes to life, so
one person’s essential spending could be someone else’s discretionary
spending.
When we budget, there are three possible outcomes.
1. A balanced budget – when income and expenditure are equal. No
borrowing is required and the person can maintain their standard of
living, as long as they are careful.
2. A budget surplus – where income is more than expenditure. This means
that the person can cover all their main spending needs and still have
money left to treat themselves or their family, now or in the future. If
they have any sense, they will try to save money each month to cover
unexpected problems or future objectives.
3. A budget deficit – where expenditure is more than income.
Ideally, we want either a balanced budget or a budget surplus. A budget
deficit means either that we can’t pay some bills or we will have to borrow
to pay them. If we need to borrow in order to pay, we need to be sure that
we can afford to make the debt repayments; otherwise, the situation gets
worse each month.

4.2.3 Dealing with a budget deficit
A budget deficit means that the person should take action to deal with the
problem.
This could include the following measures.
■ Reducing bills as far as they can – by using less of the product or using

it more efficiently. For example, turning central heating down by 1oC
should save £65 a year on the heating bill (Source: npower.com).
■ Shopping around – many of the things we use, such as electricity, gas,

mobile phones and so on, are part of a very competitive market. This
means that it is possible to move to another supplier offering a better
deal.
■ Cutting back on discretionary spending – it is often difficult to reduce

mandatory and essential expenditure by much, although every reduction
will help. The biggest opportunity to reduce spending lies with nonessential spending.
■ Reducing the cost of borrowing – as we saw earlier in this topic (and

will see later in Topic 10), some methods of borrowing, such as credit
cards or payday loans, are very expensive. Someone with a large credit
card balance might be better off taking out a personal loan to reduce the
monthly cost.
10
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Did you know?
Many people buy a coffee
on the way to work or pop
out for a coffee during the
day, but avoiding this
could save £10–£20 a
week.
Similarly, many people buy
a sandwich or a snack for lunch. Taking a packed lunch most
days could save a further £20 or so a week.

4.3 The government and financial planning
The government provides a good example of budgeting and financial
planning, although many experts would say that the government doesn’t
always do it perfectly.
In many ways, we can compare government budgeting with a family’s
budgeting, although the majority of the government’s income comes from
taxes.

Almost all of the government’s income comes from a range
of taxes. The rest comes from sources such as renting out
government properties, investments, and profits made by
public sector industries.
This all amounted to approximately £682bn in 2016, but
running the country costs more than that.
As often happens with a family, the government needed to
borrow to make ends meet – in this case the borrowing was
forecast to be around £74.9bn for one year. If we add up all
the money the government borrowed over the years and
hasn’t yet paid back, the total debt is around £1.68 trillion
– that’s a big overdraft!
This means that the government pays over £45bn in interest
each year (Sources: Economics Help, 2017; UK Public
Revenue, no date).
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Each year, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer has to work out a
budget, looking at the income
coming in and the amount that
must
be
paid
out
(debt
repayments, essential spending
such as the NHS, welfare
payments, defence, education
and so on).
In planning the budget, the
Chancellor might decide to cut
some of that spending, by
reducing public services or taking
The Chancellor's red 'Budget Box'
other measures, or by raising
taxes to increase the income. The
Chancellor will then have to decide how much to borrow to balance the
books, making sure, of course, that the government can afford to make the
payments on any borrowing.
The government could increase taxes rather than borrowing the shortfall,
but that would mean a rise in overall taxes of at least 25%. This would be
the quickest possible way for them to be an ex-government, as voters would
be unhappy and would not vote for them again!

Did you know?
Actually, almost all of the world’s governments have to
borrow to survive, so the UK is not unusual. It has lower total
debts as a proportion of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) than
Japan, the USA, France, Spain, Italy and several other major
countries (Source: Business Insider).
GDP is the total value of all goods produced and services
provided by a country – in simple terms, what the country
has earned in the year.

12
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4.4 Budgeting and money management in practice: two case
studies
Let’s now consider two case studies.

4.4.1 Case study: Andy and Diana

Andy and I are in our
30s and have been married
for ten years. We own our
own house with the help of
a mortgage, and have two
children, Ayesha, aged 8,
and Theo, aged 6. Our total
income, including mine and
Andy’s salaries and Child
Benefit, is £2,900 a month.

I believe in good budgeting.
I’ve worked out that we spend
£2,300 a month on items that
we wouldn’t like to cut back
on. This leaves us with £600 a
month for extras, including the
family holiday, Christmas
presents and occasional treats.
Diana and I are also keen to
build up savings for the
children, so we put aside as
much spare money as possible
each month in a savings
account.
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4.4.2 Case study: Alison

I’m 23 and left university a year
ago. Now a graduate trainee with
a London firm, I earn £1,450 a
month after tax and student loan
payments. Until recently, my
parents have been able to help
me out financially, but now that
my dad has retired, they will find
that harder to do. Okay, so I
admit I’m not the best at
managing my money – I’ve finally
sat down with my dad, to see if
he can help me to sort out a
budget.

I share a flat in London with a university friend,
splitting all the bills, and enjoy a busy social life
and fashionable clothes. I was a bit shocked
when my dad and I looked at what I spend each
month. My rent, food, fares to work, car, student
loan repayments and other essential bills come
to £1,140 a month, which means I have £310 a
month for discretionary spending. The trouble is,
I always seem to be in debt at the end of the
month, plus I have no savings and had to borrow
from my parents to go on holiday in the summer.
I still haven’t paid them back!

Discuss
What are Andy and Diana doing differently from Alison?
What could Alison do to improve her financial situation?

14
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4.4.3 How Andy and Diana plan their finances
If we consider Andy and Diana again for a
moment, we can get an idea of how
budgeting and financial planning work in
practice.
Andy and Diana have a current account
and a savings account with their bank.
They also have some investment
products. Andy checks their bank
statements each week to keep track of
their day-to-day spending. If they have
overspent, or it looks as if they might overspend, he moves money from
their savings account to their current account to cover it. That means that
they will avoid the heavy charges that usually come with an overdraft. If
there is any spare money left in the current account next month, he will
move money back into the savings account. Diana also looks carefully at
their credit card statement and makes sure that they always pay off as much
as possible, to avoid heavy charges.
Andy and Diana’s family is no different from most other families – some
months they spend more than others, and sometimes they get hit with
unexpected bills. This means that they sometimes need to dip into their
savings and sometimes need to borrow some money for short periods
through their overdraft. However, both Diana and Andy know how easy it is
to build up large debts and they always pay off the borrowing as quickly as
possible. Sometimes they agree to be strict with themselves and cut back
on spending for a while.

4.4.4 How Alison learns to budget
Alison has never budgeted and is now finding out the
hard way that borrowing has to be paid back. The
longer you leave it, the more it costs. She is also
learning from her dad the importance of budgeting.
He has made her list all her essential spending and
then asked her to list all her other spending each
month.
Alison has to admit that she doesn’t know where her
money goes once the essential bills are covered, and
she can’t itemise her spending. Her dad has helped
her to put together a schedule of her bills and other essential spending,
and has made a number of suggestions about how she can improve things.
He has also suggested that she sets herself a social spending limit and
draws that out of the bank as cash each week. If she runs out of cash, she
can’t draw any more out or use her credit card – she will just have to go
without. Although this might seem a very hard lesson to learn, Alison’s dad
is sure that it will teach her the importance of budgeting and money
management very quickly.
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Table 4.1 Alison’s income and expenditure for March
Date

Bill / receipt

Credit

28 Feb

Salary

3 March

Rent

3 March

Basic food / essentials

5 March

Credit card

10 March

Basic food / essentials

10 March

Car loan (direct debit)

Debit

£1,450*

(ends in 18 months’ time)

Balance

£1,400
£410

£990

£50

£940

£100

£840

£50

£790

£200

£590

14 March

Electricity / gas

£40

£550

17 March

Basic food / essentials

£50

£500

19 March

Council tax

£70

£430

24 March

Basic food / essentials

£50

£380

28 March

Car insurance (direct debit)

£50

£330

28 March

Insurances (direct debit)

£20

£310

Note: ‘Direct debit’ means that the bill is paid automatically through the bank each month.
*Alison’s employer has provided a season ticket loan, which costs £50 a month in
repayments and covers her fares to work and general London travel. It is deducted from her
salary payment, reducing her net salary to £1,400.

Even though Alison has had problems managing her money, her case is
quite simple. She only has herself to think about and provide for, so her
budget looks quite straightforward.
We can see from Table 4.1 that Alison can predict her spending quite
accurately, if she organises things well. Her dad has made the following
suggestions.
■ She should arrange a direct debit to pay the monthly credit card bill.
■ She should arrange to pay her share of the rent, electricity / gas and

council tax by standing order, which is similar to a direct debit and is
paid by the bank on the same day each month. At the moment, her
flatmate, Sam, pays the bills and then has to ask Alison for the money.
Alison has been embarrassed on a couple of occasions, when she hasn’t
been able to pay Sam on time.
■ She should try to limit her other spending to £200 a month, by drawing

out an equal amount in cash each Friday.

16
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■ She should put £50 into a savings account each month. While this would

be for general savings, she could use it for emergencies if necessary.
■ No allowance has been included for clothes. Alison has plenty of clothes,

and although she likes to be fashionable, she doesn’t need to spend lots
on clothes each month. Her dad has suggested that she will have enough
each month to replace important items, and that she can use some of her
savings every now and then to treat herself. It’s also an incentive to focus
her spending, because the more she can cut back on unnecessary
spending, the more she can save.
■ She should use some of any cash left over at the end of the month to

reduce her credit card balance. This is a very expensive way of borrowing
(as we will see in Topic 10), particularly as Alison only pays the minimum
amount each month.
If Alison can show that she can stick to the plan for three months, her dad
will forget about the money he lent her to go on holiday.
If Alison takes up all of her dad’s suggestions, her major bills will be paid
automatically, which reduces the stress of having to remember them. She
will also be able to look at her account details online and see exactly what
her balance is at any time. When we look at Alison’s income and
expenditure details, all the information is easily available from her bank
and it doesn’t take a great deal of effort to put it all in an easy-to-read table
(as in Table 4.1).
The important thing to realise is that a budget will not stay still for long; it
changes as time goes on.

Electricity charges
increase.

Mortgage rates can
move up or down.

Food prices increase.

For this reason, it is important to make sure that the budget is reviewed on
a regular basis and revised as necessary.
For example, a number of Alison’s bills are likely to increase – they never
seem to go down – but her car loan will end in 18 months’ time. As we saw
with Andy and Diana, it may be necessary at certain times to be quite strict
with spending and to be adaptable, by altering the plan or using reserve
funds to ease the pressure at certain points.
However, it is very clear that having a budget plan is a very important part
of money management.
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4.5 Budgeting tools
Tracking budgets has become much easier in recent years. Most banks now
offer different ways to access real-time account details.
■ Online access – internet banking allows the account holder to see

balances, transactions and other important information. It also allows
transfers to other accounts and bill payments.
■ Mobile phone apps – most online accounts now offer mobile phone apps

that allow the account holder to see balances and statements. Some allow
one-off bill payments and transfers through the app.
■ Mini statements – usually available from cashpoint machines, these

cover the current balance and the last few transactions.
■ Telephone banking services – these allow account holders to access

account details, make payments and generally manage the account over
the phone. Most have an automated service, where the account holder
can find out the current balance without having to wait for an adviser.
Many people still receive paper bank statements, but they are sent at the
end of a set period and can arrive too late to take any action if things have
gone wrong.
There are many budgeting software programs available, and it isn’t difficult
to set up a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel or a similar program.

4.6 Cash flow forecasting
Cash flow forecasting is part of budgeting. Cash flow is simply the
movement of money in and out of an account. It can apply to private
individuals, businesses, large corporations and even governments – it is
just as important for all of them.
Cash flow forecasting considers not only how much goes in and comes out,
but when each movement will happen. So, if we know when the money will
be coming into the family’s account and when essential bills are due, we
can predict how much will be in the account at any time – and can identify
when things might be tight.
Most companies encourage customers to pay regular bills by direct debit,
which is a system where the bank pays the bill automatically on the same
day each month. This means that the customer will never miss a payment
and hasn’t got to worry about paying the bill. However, they will have to
make sure that there’s enough money in their bank account to make the
payment. Most companies allow the customer to choose the regular date
when the payment will be taken, so that it will fit their cash flow.
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Case study: how Andy and Diana plan their cash flow
Andy and Diana are both
paid monthly, and have
joint net income of £2,900
a month. They have what
they consider to be
unavoidable expenses of
£2,300 a month.
It made sense to work out
a monthly budget plan,
including a cash flow
forecast, and they have set
up most of their regular
monthly bills to be paid by
direct debit.
Their cash flow forecast shows that there are seven days when bills are due.
Andy is paid at the end of each month, but Diana is paid on the 15th of the
month. Part of their income comes from £34 a week in Child Benefit, but
this is paid as a sum of £136 every four weeks, which means that the
payment date is different each month. As far as possible, Andy and Diana
put this into a savings account for their children each month, and they don’t
rely on it for general spending unless they have to. They have also built up
an emergency fund for unexpected expenses.
Although they are confident that they can live within their income, their
cash flow forecast has revealed a potential pressure point each
month. Their account balance is very low for a few days before
Andy is paid, and they need to be careful of their spending during
that period. As we can see from the cash flow forecast in Table
4.2 below, there is a pressure point just before Diana’s salary
is paid. Child Benefit is paid every four weeks, so on some
months it will be paid before Diana is paid, which eases the
pressure a bit.
For that reason, they don’t move the Child Benefit money
to the children’s savings account until the pressure points
have passed, and they keep a check on the account balance
in case they need to move money from their savings as a
temporary measure. They also try to restrict non-essential
spending to the second half of the month. If they are finding
it really tough, they could negotiate with some companies
to change the direct debit dates to pay some of the bills after
Diana has been paid.
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Table 4.2 shows a breakdown of Andy and Diana’s income and expenditure
and their cash flow.
Table 4.2 Andy and Diana’s cash flow forecast for March
Date

Bill / receipt

Credit

Debit Balance

28 Feb

Andy’s salary

3 March

Mortgage

£600 £1,264

3 March

Child minder after school (per month)

£100 £1,164

3 March

Basic food / essentials

£170

£994

10 March

Basic food / essentials

£170

£824

10 March

Car loan (direct debit)

£350

£474

11 March

Electricity / gas

£110

£364

12 March

Phone / broadband / TV package

£50

£314

13 March

Council tax

£180

£134

15 March

Diana’s salary

17 March

Basic food / essentials

20 March

Child benefit

24 March

Basic food / essentials

28 March
28 March

£1,864

£900

£1,034
£170

£136

£864
£1,000

£170

£830

Car insurance (direct debit)

£50

£780

House insurances (direct debit)

£30

£750

Clothes for the children (per month)

£50

£700

Children’s clubs / activities (per month) £60

£640

Clothes for the parents (per month)

£600

£40

Cash flow forecasting helps with planning as well. For example, let’s
assume that Andy and Diana want to take the children to Disneyland Paris
in a year’s time. They have worked out that it will cost around £800 for the
trip. If we divide the cost of £800 by the number of months until the holiday
(ie 12 months), that means they need to save £67 a month. They can put
that figure into their budget as important expenditure / savings.

Discuss
What day of the month do you think it
would be sensible for Andy and Diana
to put that £67 into the savings account
for their trip to Disneyland Paris?
After discussing, look at the answer at the end of this topic.
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Summary
Finally, we can recap what we have learned in this topic.
We have learned:
■ what is meant by the term ‘budgeting’;
■ the importance of budgeting as part of money management;
■ how people can manage budgets;
■ the tools available to help people to budget;
■ the importance of cash flow forecasting.

Key terms
Cash flow – the flow of money into and out of an account.
Cash flow forecasting – predicting when money will move in and out
of the account and identifying pressure points in a budget.
Chancellor of the Exchequer – the British Cabinet minister responsible
for financial and economic matters, and in charge of the Treasury (the
government’s economic and finance ministry).
Direct debit – an electronic payment out of an account, for example to
pay a bill. The amount of a direct debit and how often it is taken can
vary.
Discretionary expenditure – things that we might like to buy if we have
the money, but that aren’t essential to our standard of living.
Earned income – income from working, either as an employee or from
self-employment.
Employment – working for an employer, who can dictate when, where
and how the employee will perform their job.
Essential expenditure – bills that are essential to a person’s (or family’s)
way of life.
Gross domestic product (GDP) – the total value of all goods produced
and services provided by a country; in simple terms, what the country
has earned in the year.
Mandatory expenditure – bills that must be paid by law.
Net disposable income – what is left after taking regular expenditure
away from net income.
Net income – income after tax and other deductions have been taken
off.
Overdraft – a borrowing facility offered to bank account holders, which
allows them to be temporarily overdrawn up to an agreed amount.
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Overdrawn – when a person has no money in their bank account but
still takes money out (ie they have ‘overdrawn’ on their account).
Payday lender – a company that provides short-term loans to people
who need to borrow until their next pay day, when the loan should be
paid back.
Regular expenditure – bills and spending that occurs each month.
Self-employment – people working for themselves and being able to
pick what work to do and when.
Standing order – an electronic payment out of an account. In contrast
to a direct debit, a standing order is used to make regular payments of
the same amount.
Unearned income – income from savings, investments, etc, that is not
received for doing work.
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Answertodiscussionpointonpage20
What day of the month do you think it would be sensible for Andy and
Diana to put that £67 into the savings account for their trip to Disneyland
Paris?
Did you recognise that they would have to save the money after the 15th
of each month, because money is tight until Diana’s salary is paid?
So any date between the 16th and the end of the month would be sensible.
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